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How Star Wars Became Museological: Transmedia storytelling, Themed-Exhibitions and Museum ‘Fanagement’
Since the 1990s, exhibitions like Star Wars: The Magic of Myth (1997), Star Wars: Where Science meets Imagination (2005), and
Star Wars: Identities (2012) have attracted millions of visitors worldwide. Organized around different educational themes such as
engineering and psychology, these exhibitions offer fans an experience that other media cannot: the engagement with production materials
embedded in scenic exhibition design and interactive games. In this role, museums have also become sites for the industrial administration
of the franchise’s transmedia economy, and consequently for the management of fans’ memories. Exhibition displays of Star Wars function
as “memory institutions” (Pessach, 2008) by selecting, classifying, and rewriting what we know about the franchise’s content and
production history. The systematic inclusion and exclusion of some objects and narratives becomes particularly relevant when we think of
the central role of memory in recalling transmedia narratives across multiple media (Harvey, 2014). Exhibitions, thus, are used to shape a
particular memory of the franchise, one that does not conflict with and that remains within Lucasfilms’ canonical boundaries.
Based on exhibition analysis and archival research, this paper will explore in three steps how Star Wars-themed exhibitions
intend to form selective memories of the franchise through author, audience, and content management. First, they position Lucas as the
ultimate world architect and creative authority, thereby sidelining other authors’ contributions. Second, in the translation of the films to the
museum, the curator emerges as another mediating authorial figure, even if Lucasfilm strictly oversees their curatorial agency. Third, they
encourage narrative speculation and expansion through interactive activities, but also frequently limit and regulate fans’ creative
contributions enacting a form of ‘fanagement’ (Hills, 2012). A study of these three authorial figures provides insight into how exhibitions
configure Star Wars’s collective memories in the museum space, where institutional priorities, fans’ creative contributions, and industrial
management intersect and sometimes collide.
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